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INTRODUCTION
Colorado Spring’s 2007 Mayor Lionel Rivera sparked the creation of the 2011 Academy Boulevard
Corridor Great Streets Plan (ABC GSP). The ABC GSP’s purpose is to: support the needs of current
residents and businesses, encourage area revitalization and reinvestment, and build long-term
sustainability. These purposes align within the umbrella of the Plan’s vision:
Vision Statement:
“Promote, support and adaptively
redevelop the Academy Boulevard
Corridor as a Great Street with
access to alternate modes of
transportation, public/private
investment in business and
residential development, and
enhanced connectivity with the
street between land uses, and with
neighborhoods.”

To evaluate progress towards this
vision, the City’s Planning
Department has prepared this
report.
The last progress report completed
prior to this one was for 2018. A copy
of this and prior year’s reports can be
found at
https://coloradosprings.gov/planning
-and-development/page/academyboulevard-revitalization?mlid=35666
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BOUNDARIES
The ABC GSP identifies the planning study area as 12 square miles in size; running six miles along the
Academy Boulevard corridor between Drennan Road to the south and Maizeland Road to the north;
and extending one mile to the east and one mile to the west from Academy Boulevard.
It should be noted that as the overall city expands in area and population, the proportion of the city
represented by the ABC planning area will decrease. Currently, the ABC area includes approximately
15% of the population.
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GREAT STREETS
The ABC GSP identifies seven key characteristics that embody a Great Street:
1. Represents place: A Great Street reflects the neighborhood through which
it passes and has a design appropriate to the character of the abutting
properties and land uses.
2. Safe and comfortable walkability: The pedestrian environment along and near
the street is well-designed and well-furnished. Crossing a Great Street is safe
and provides reasonable refuges for pedestrians. Pedestrian crossings are wellmarked and noticeable to drivers. The relationship between the street and the
adjacent buildings is conducive to walking and inviting to people.
3. Economic vitality: Great Streets promote commerce. They serve as
destinations, not just transportation channels. They provide good
commercial addresses and provide location value to businesses which
support the local economy.
4. Functionally complete streets: Great Streets support safe and convenient
travel by all of the ground transportation modes: transit, walking, bicycling,
personal motor vehicles, and freight movement.
5. Provides mobility: Great Streets strike an appropriate balance among three
elements of modern mobility: through-travel, local circulation, and access.
The right balance varies with the function of the street and the character of
its neighborhoods and abutting properties.
6. Facilitates place making: Great Streets incorporates places that are
memorable and interesting. These may include plazas, pocket parks,
attractive intersections and corners, or simply wide sidewalks that foster an
active street life.
7. Green: Great Streets work with natural systems by incorporating
environmentally sensitive design and techniques, including planting street trees
and other vegetation and application of modern storm water management
practices.
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PLANCOS ALIGNMENT
PlanCOS, the City of Colorado Springs comprehensive plan, was adopted unanimously on January 22,
2019 by City Council. The central vision of Plan COS is, “We will build a great city that matches our
scenery.” To accomplish this, PlanCOS
centers around six vision themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vibrant Neighborhoods
Unique Places
Thriving Economy
Strong Connections
Renowned Culture
Majestic Landscapes

Each of these vision themes has
tremendous relevance to the City’s vision
for the Academy Boulevard corridor. Going
forward, it will be essential to align the
City’s approach for the corridor with these
vision themes and their corresponding Big
Ideas, Goals, Policies, and Strategies.
PlanCOS provides substantial support to
materialize the vision of the Great Streets
Plan.

“The most fundamental way in which PlanCOS can be implemented is through an adaptable but
systematic approach that aligns key City decisions, processes, regulations, and standards with the
objectives of this plan and its overall vision.”
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PlanCOS Vision Map

ABC Planning Area
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Academy Economic Opportunity Zone
Neighborhoods

PlanCOS identifies over 70 neighborhoods that encompass the entire City. About 13 of these are
contained within or partially overlap the Academy planning area.
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PROJECTS
Panorama Park
Panorama Park is a 13.5 acre neighborhood park located in Southeast Colorado Springs, adjacent to
Panorama Middle School. This is the largest neighborhood park renovation in the City’s history.
Renovations at Panorama Park broke ground in May 2021, and the park will open July 17, 2022. In
February 2021, the City of Colorado Springs was
awarded a $40,000 grant to support public art in
the park. The goal of this project is to provide a
safe, accessible, quality community destination
park within a 10-minute walk for many Southeast
residents. Highlighted features of the transformed
park are a universally accessible playground, an
event lawn with shade trees for hosting music and
performances, a bike park, a youth area with skate
features, a climbing boulder, a multi-use sports
field, fitness stations, a splash pad, a communitymade tile art mural comprised of 7,000+ tiles, and public art.

Reconstruction of Hancock/Academy
The South Academy Boulevard Reconstruction project will address aging pavement, curb, and gutter,
and improve pedestrian access and drainage conveyance along the project’s corridor. The vision for
this corridor is guided by past studies, including the Academy Boulevard Great Streets Plan, which
helped define the need for infrastructure improvements that can help support community
revitalization. Construction will be phased into two different segments. Segment 1 (North) – Academy
Boulevard between
Bijou Street and
Airport Road and
segment 2 (South) –
Academy Boulevard
between East
Fountain Boulevard
and Jet Wing Drive.
Reconstruction of
the first segment
will be underway in
2022.
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Safer Roads Southeast
The City of Colorado Springs is proposing improvements to transportation and neighborhood safety
along portions of Chelton Road and Hancock Expressway. These roads have been identified in the City
Bike Master Plan as key bicycle corridors. The
City Traffic Engineering Division has proposed a
plan and designs for bike infrastructure on and
along Chelton Road. The Division is also
proposing bike lanes along Hancock Expressway
to connect neighborhoods to the Sand Creek
Trail and the Skyview Sports Complex. Hancock
Expressway is being repaved as part of “2C2”,
voter approved paving program, and bike lanes
will be added during that reconstruction.

Southeast Community Plan
In 2020, City Planning staff kicked off the Southeast Strong Community Plan covering roughly 4,830
acres of southeastern Colorado Springs and home to just over 36,000 residents. The Southeast Strong
Community Plan will be an overall plan for the physical development of the area that is supported by
site-specific, neighborhood-specific recommendations and projects. Over the course of 2021, the
Southeast Strong Steering Committee, led by
City Councilor Yolanda Avila, met ten times to
discuss and develop the plan's direction and
framework. The group also dialed in topics
essential to the area's trajectory. City Planning
staff is actively assembling a draft plan reflective
of the committee's dialogue. In October of 2021,
City Planning staff set up a booth at the
Southeast Harvest Festival. Passersby were
asked to write or draw what it means to them to
be "Southeast Strong" or to talk with a Planner
about what they would like to see more of in
their neighborhood. Over the course of the event, two full murals were created and valuable input
from residents was heard. Also in 2021, City Planning staff hired a consultant to produce a Health
Assessment of the Southeast Strong plan boundary. The goal of this assessment was to validate the
lived experience of residents and to emphasize the discussion of health equity as it relates to the built
environment. An audit of the key data points was conducted with the steering committee, which lead
to the production of the assessment's findings and informed recommendations in the draft plan.
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STREETS
Complete Streets focuses on multimodal transportation planning efforts within a city. Complete
Streets meet the needs of the elderly, those with disabilities, and children while simultaneously
meeting the needs of visitors and tourists who may be exploring the city. Some goals of complete
streets include:
1. Making streets safe and accessible to everyone.
2. Encouraging alternative transportation modes such as walking and biking.
3. Reducing dependency of automobile use.
The ongoing City’s Public Works Missing Sidewalk Program continues to upgrade and enhance priority
areas in the southeastern neighborhoods adding new sidewalks and safer pedestrian experiences.

Walkability
Analysis of the ABC Planning Area was conducted using www.walkscore.com. This website identifies
neighborhoods that differ from those established in PlanCOS and are termed, walkscore.com
neighborhoods. Walk Score analyses were conducted for each of these neighborhoods, which yield
score values for walk, transit, and bike. Walk score values are measured on a scale from 0-100 with 0
being not walkable and 100 being the most walkable. These values are based on walking routes to
grocery stores, restaurants, schools, parks, and retail. Transit score values are also measured on a
scale from 0-100 where 0 is least transit friendly and 100 is the most transit friendly and are based on
distance to the closest stop on each route and route frequency and type. Finally, the bike score is
measured on the same scale as transit and walk score, and are based on bike infrastructure,
topography, destinations, and connectivity.

WalkScore Average for Corridor 2021

40

26

44
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Walk, transit, and bike score values for 2022 show overall a split between decrease, increase, and no
change in scores since 2019. Walk scores show overall a decrease or no change, transit scores all
experienced no change, and bike scores mostly improved for the neighborhoods along South
Academy. All walk scores for 2022 translated to “car-dependent”, most of the transit scores
translated to “some transit” with a few being “minimal transit”, and all of the bike scores were
categorized as “somewhat bikeable” with Gateway Park earning “bikeable”.

Transit score
Experienced
no change
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Walkscore.com also ranks the neighborhoods of Colorado Springs in terms of walkability. The
neighborhoods in the ABC Planning Area received ranks from 11th most walkable neighborhood in
Colorado Springs (Park Hill) to 39th most walkable neighborhood in Colorado Springs (Southborough).
PlanCOS currently identifies 77 neighborhoods in Colorado Springs.
Information provided by walkscore.com

Pedestrians and Bicycles
Pedestrian activity and connectivity are a major goal of the Great Streets Plan. Also, the Colorado
Springs Bike Master Plan (BikeCOS!) was approved unanimously by City Council in 2018 and identifies
Bicycle Priority Areas for implementing new bicycle infrastructure. Portions of these Priority Areas
overlap with the South Academy study area. Street safety is a component of pedestrian and bicycle
activity. The figure below shows the proportion of pedestrian-involved and bicycle-involved accidents
that occurred within the ABC Planning area out of the City’s total from 2016 to 2021.

The share pedestrian-involved in the ABC Planning Area out of the City’s total pedestrian-involved
was slightly declining until 2020 where there was an increase followed by a decrease in 2021. The
ABC Planning Area’s share of bicycle-involved accidents out of total bicycle involved accidents for the
city decreased from 2016 to 2017, increased from 2017 to 2020, and then decreased from 2020 to
2021. Generally, on a population-adjusted basis, the ABC Planning Area has a proportionate share of
bike crashes, but a disproportionately high share of pedestrian crashes.

Data provided by the Colorado Springs Police Department
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COMPLETE CREEKS
Sand Creek and Platte
Work to stabilize the stormwater channel along Sand Creek, protect the Platte Avenue Bridge, and
protect surrounding public and private properties from erosion and flooding is complete.
This 10-month stabilization project repaired approximately a half-mile section of Sand Creek directly
south of the Platte Avenue Bridge filling and reshaping the creek, installing grouted boulder drop
structures to safely step the creek down, and rebuilding the natural habitat along the creek. The
project raised the bottom of Sand Creek and regraded the banks back to a stable slope to prevent
erosion and provide flood protection for up to a 100-year storm event through the half-mile
improved section that will ultimately improve water quality for downstream communities.
The project is one of 71 identified projects through the City’s Inter-Governmental Agreement with
Pueblo County which is designed to enhance public safety, provide improved water detention,
improve water quality, reduce flows, and reduce the amount of sediment that flows downstream.
The project is partially funded through a Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) grant for
hazard mitigation. The grant funding is made available to the city through the 2013 Federal Disaster
Declaration for damaging floods. The FEMA Hazard Mitigation program provides funding for costeffective post disaster projects to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to people and property from
future disasters. The City was able to apply for and obtain the grant by showing how the channel
project will reduce the long-term risk to Platte Avenue, adjacent utilities, and property owners.
In 2008, a major storm event in Sand Creek cut the channel bottom down by 15 feet under the Platte
Ave bridge exposing and compromising the bottom of the bridge piers and critical utility lines
crossing the creek. In 2008, the city installed a large boulder drop structure (pictured below)
immediately downstream of the bridge to
prevent future erosion, but the creek floor
continued to descend further
downstream requiring repairs which
included extending the drop structure to
prevent future threats to the bridge.
Since 2008, before this project was
completed, the bottom of Sand Creek
downstream of Platte Avenue Bridge had
continued to drop to an unstable level
due to erosion.
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VACANCY
Using data from the CoStar Market Analytics tool, vacancy rates for the ABC Planning Area were
acquired. Over the past ten years, data shows a decrease in vacancy rates for office, retail, shopping
centers, and industrial areas. Since 2012 office vacancy rates dropped from 20.2% to 6.9%, and retail
vacancy rates dropped from 11.8% to 8.5%. In 10 years, overall vacancy rates for office and retail
have been decreasing within the ABC Planning Area. It is noteworthy that these reductions in
vacancy rates for the Academy area have “narrowed the gap” between this area and the region.
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Shopping center vacancy rates for the ABC Planning area have been mostly decreasing since 2012,
but they started to rise again in 2019. Industrial vacancy rates within the ABC have been declining
since 2021 with vacancy rates being one of the lowest values since 2021. Overall, industrial vacancy
rates within the ABC Planning area are lower than the City of Colorado Springs, and shopping center
vacancy is generally higher within the ABC Planning Area compared with the City of Colorado Springs.
ABC Industrial Vacancy Rate

ABC Shopping Center Vacancy Rate

City of Colorado Springs Industrial Vacancy Rate

City of Colorado Springs Shopping Center Vacancy Rate
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Although the actual and comparative vacancy picture in the Academy Corridor has improved
markedly since 2011, City staff suggest that there continues to be issues with under-utilization of
retail and office space.
The evolution of and reinvestment in shopping centers has been a key goal and focus for the corridor.
Even with this good news about overall improvements in occupancy rates, work remains to be done.
Particularly in the shopping centers that continue to experience high vacancies or underutilization.
These shopping centers can be focus areas that have potential to develop into unique and
community-supporting places.

NODES AND INFILL
The 2011 Great Streets Plan places a major emphasis on nodes along the corridor. These areas of
development and redevelopment typically focuses on major intersections where higher density, and
preferably mixed uses can take advantage of traffic flow, transit capacity, and visibility. At least a
dozen nodes of various types are incorporated with recommendations in the 2011 Plan. The 2014
Economic Opportunity Zones (EOZ) Action Plan focused on four of these as catalyst area priorities:

•
•
•
•

Academy/Hancock Expressway
Fountain and Academy
Citadel Mall Area
Rustic Hills Area

Infill is a development strategy aimed to “fill in” the gaps throughout established communities. The
following are lists of 2019 - 2021 infill projects. Infill can take the form of development of vacant parcels or
redevelopment of previously developed areas.
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2021 INFILL
1. The Commons, 50 permanent supportive housing units for
families experiencing homelessness built on vacant land and
located at 3745 Marion Dr - under construction
2. Human Bean Coffee Kiosk on vacant land located at 2900 E
Platte Ave - approved
3. Tweedlife conditional use for MMJ grow located at the old
Babies R Us at 3555 S Citadel Dr – approved
4. Chick-Fil-A redevelopment site for chain restaurant located
at 509 N Academy Blvd – under review
5. MMJ grow with no exterior work done. Located at 555 N
Murray Blvd – under review
6. Clark Place Development Plan, office-warehouse on 11
acres of vacant land located at 742 Clark Place – under
construction
7. Paloma Garden VOA redevelopment, 75-unit affordable
senior housing located at 3140 Mallard Dr. Planned for
construction fall 2022 – under review
8. Old vacant Sam’s Club redevelopment, will be a new
Amazon Distribution Center with landscape and façade
improvements a located at 715 S Academy Blvd – under
construction
9. Parking lot for Amazon Delivery, built on vacant land
located at 1034 Academy Park Loop - approved
10. Family Success Center located at 1520 Verde Dr –
approved
11. The Lofts at 1609, affordable housing built on vacant land
located at 3725 Verde Dr. Approved for construction 2022.
12. Silver Key Senior Housing, affordable 3 story, 50-unit
affordable senior housing on vacant land located at 1575 S
Murray Blvd. Planned for construction 2023 - approved
13. Super Star Car Wash built on vacant land located at 1570 S
Academy Blvd – under review
14. Kaliedos, 150 townhome units and located at 1750 S
Murray Blvd – approved
15. The Cottages at Murray, 86 modular units and church on
vacant land located at 1901 S Murray Blvd. The units will
range in size from 350 sq. ft. to 900 sq. ft. and are a mix of
one-story attached or two-story stacked units - approved
16. Bentley Commons expansion to add 168 affordable units,
designed primarily for veterans and single-parent families.
Planned for construction 2023 - approved

1
6
3

2

5

4

8

7

9
12

11
13

10

14
16

15
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2020 INFILL
1. Redevelopment of Rustic Hills North with façade and
landscape improvements located at 3910 Palmer Park Blvd –
approved
2. Village on Uintah is a multi-family residential development
consisting of 6 duplex units located at 3559 E Uintah St – under
construction
3. Raising Cane chain restaurant on vacant parking lot located at
3710 Citadel Dr – under construction
4. Self Storage Redevelopment of Toys R Us vacant building at
3731 Citadel Dr – under construction
5. New Circle K chain convenient store redevelopment located at
3770 N Citadel Dr – under construction
6. Mini Storage on vacant land at 3980 Galley Rd – approved
7. Car wash redevelopment located at 3020 E Platte Ave withdrawn
8. Enterprise Car Rental, redevelopment located at 508 Don Juan
– withdrawn
9. Redevelop building for new chain restaurant located at 606 N
Chelton Rd – completed
10. 10,400 sq ft warehouse improvements on vacant land
located at 207 N Chelton Rd – under construction
11. MMJ grow site redevelopment at 1109 S Chelton Rd approved
12. Bluebird Townhomes, 50-unit residential development on
vacant land located at 1125 Academy Park Loop – under review
13. Academy Heights Apartments, 201 units at Academy Park
Loop and Fountain Blvd – approved
14. The Cottages at Chapel Heights, 140 units redevelopment of
Nazarene Bible College, horizontal multifamily development
located at 902 Cana Grove – under construction
15. Dunkin Donuts on vacant land located at 2905 Hancock Dr –
completed
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BUSINESS AND FUNDS
City Supported Programs
COMMUNITY INVESTMENT TRUST (CIT) The City’s
Economic Development team is actively supporting efforts
to ensure the success of the Community Investment Trust
(CIT). CIT is an inclusive wealth-building path for lowincome families to invest in commercial real estate to
grow funds for the future. It moves residents from owing
to owning. A commercial retail property has been
identified and is soon to be under contract (pictured
right).
The City’s Public Works MISSING SIDEWALK PROGRAM set priority on Colorado Springs’ southeast
neighborhoods continued to add new sidewalks and safter pedestrian experiences.
In 2019, the City of Colorado Springs was awarded a $205,000 grant from the Colorado State
Department of Local Affairs. The money was used for outreach, promotion and education specifically
focused on “hard-to-count communities” during the decennial 2020 census count. At the time, a
CENSUS OFFICE was housed in the Mission Trace shopping center and many of the historically hardto-count populations are in the ABC EOZ area. A US Census Bureau report emphasized 14 states that
had significant over and under miscounts, Colorado was found to have no net miscount that is statistically
different from zero

FAMILY SUCCESS CENTER a Pikes Peak United Way project, in partnership with Harrison School
District 2, announced the location of the Family Success Center at what is now Pikes Peak
Elementary School in southeast Colorado Springs. The City of Colorado Springs granted the effort
$1.5 million from its $76 million American Rescue Plan Act allocation.

Privately Initiated Project Highlights

The former Sam's Club on South Academy Blvd and
Airport Rd was converted to an Amazon warehouse,
one of a handful of Amazon related uses associated
with the company's logistics. These ABC area uses add
positive economic development and job creation.
The private development community contributed to
business and job creation in the adjacent Peak
Innovation Park south of the airport adding plans for a
hotel and conference center.
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New Affordable Housing Highlights
Village at Solid Rock will be located northeast of S
Circle Dr and Monterey Rd. This development will
include 77 one, two, and three bedroom units for
households earning 30-80% of the area’s median
income. The project is a partnership between the
Solid Rock Community Development Corporation
and Commonwealth Development and will be built
on vacant land provided by the adjacent Solid Rock
Christian Center. The project broke ground in April
2022 and is currently under construction (pictured right).
Panorama Heights will be located at the intersection
of South Academy Boulevard and Verde Drive and
will be built on vacant land. This development will
contain 133, one, two, and three-bedroom units for
households earning 30- 70% of the area’s median
income. The project plans to break ground in fall
2022 (pictured right)..

Silver Key Senior Housing will be located southeast of Academy Blvd and Fountain Blvd. The threestory development will be built on vacant land adjacent to the Silver Key Senior Services
administrative office. The development will include 50 one and two-bedroom units for senior
households with incomes ranging from 30-60% of the area median income. Construction is planned
for 2023.
Paloma Garden will be located northwest of
Fountain Blvd and Chelton Rd. The project will
include renovation of 51 existing units (Laurel
Gardens), and redevelopment of the adjacent
property at 3140 Mallard Drive, to construct an
additional 75 units. The one and two-bedroom
units will be restricted to seniors with incomes
ranging from 30-60% of the area median income.
Construction is planned for fall 2022 (pictured right).
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The Commons Homeward Pikes Peak will be built
on vacant land located at 3745 Marion Drive. The
project includes 50 permanent supportive housing
units for families experiencing homelessness.
Construction began in 2021 and has continued into
2022 (pictured right).

Bentley Commons will include renovation of 24 existing units northwest of Hancock and Academy
Blvd, and development of the adjacent vacant property to construct an additional 168 units. The one,
two, and three-bedroom units will serve households earning 30-60% of the area median income, with
a portion of units set aside for veterans. Construction is planned for spring 2023.

South Academy
Blvd. looking
west
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EMPLOYMENT
Using data from American Community Survey 2020, 5 year estimates, and the Census Bureau On the
Map tool, census tracts within the planning area were analyzed for unemployment rates and
employment characteristics. This data was compared to data also from the 2020 American
Community Survey for employment characteristics and unemployment for the City of Colorado
Springs and El Paso County. Two types of unemployment rates are provided. The first for a population
of 16 years old and above that are part of the civilian labor force with an unemployment rate of 5.1%
(City of Colorado Springs 3.7% and El Paso County 5.9%), and the second for the overall civilian labor
force with an unemployment rate of 8.0% (City of Colorado Springs 5.8% and El Paso County 5.9%).
The planning area has higher rates of unemployment in comparison to the City and County.
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The figure below shows the employment by sector for the ABC Planning Area, the City of Colorado
Springs, and El Paso County. The largest industry sector for all of the geographies was educational
services, and health care and assistance (in the ABC Planning Area this category made up 18.8% of
jobs, in the City it made up 23.9% of jobs, and in the county it made up 23.4% of jobs). The rest of the
distribution varied with the ABC Planning Areas next highest categories being retail trade (13.8% of
jobs), arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food services (13.1% of jobs),
professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and waste management services (12.8%
of jobs), and construction (11.0% of jobs).
Data provided from 2020 American Community Survey, five-year estimates
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The following map was obtained from the Census Bureau’s On The Map tool. It shows a heat map of
the distribution and density of jobs along the ABC Planning Area. This data is from American
Community Survey 2019. Most jobs are concentrated near South Academy BLVD, and there is slightly
more job density in the northern section of the Planning Area than in the southern section.

Data provided from the United States Census Bureau
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CRIME
Violent and Non-Violent Crime
The figure below presents both violent and non-violent crime data. These percentages represent the
overall volume of crime as a proportion of all crime reported for the city as a whole. It should be
noted that crime in the ABC planning area has not decreased, and the actual number of offenses in
the area, as well as in the city, have increased. However, the proportion of crime in the ABC planning
area in relation to the rest of the city has mostly decreased with a slight increase in the percentage of
violent crimes within the ABC Planning area in 2021 and another slight increase in the percentage of
non-violent crimes in 2019.
Since 2018, non-violent crimes decreased from 21.45% to 20.6% and violent crimes from 26.02% in
2018 to 23.34% in 2020 and increased to 24.73% in 2021. Since 2013, violent crimes dropped from
31.6% of the City’s total violent crimes to 24.73% in 2021. Non-violent crimes also dropped from
24.07% of the City’s total non-violent crimes to 20.6% in 2021.

Data provided by the Colorado Springs Police Department
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Trips
Three major intersections along North Academy Boulevard and three along South Academy
Boulevard are highlighted in this report. Traffic volumes have decreased for the intersections on
South Academy and have increased for the intersections on North Academy for the year 2021. Traffic
volumes tend to be higher on North Academy than on South Academy. Overall, South Academy and
Hancock had the least amount of traffic, and North Academy and Constitution had the most traffic in
the year 2021. The figure below shows total traffic counts from intersections at Woodmen Road,
Austin Bluffs Parkway, and Constitution Avenue along North Academy BLVD, and intersections at
Platte Avenue, Fountain Boulevard, and Hancock Expressway along South Academy BLVD.

Key Points:
• Overall traffic volumes along South Academy Boulevard declined in 2021, but they increased
along North Academy Boulevard at the assessed intersections.
• Despite having the lowest traffic counts along the corridor, Hancock and Academy
Boulevard is receiving funding to address safety, pavement conditions, and non-motorized
connectivity.
• All assessed intersections decline in traffic counts except for N. Academy Boulevard and
Constitution and N. Academy BLVD and Austin Bluffs Parkway.
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Data provided by City of Colorado Springs Traffic Engineering Division
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Transit
The planning area is primarily serviced by 13 Metro Bus routes. Total weekday ridership for routes 1,
6, 7, 8, 12, 15, 22, 23, 25, 27, 32, 35, and 37 are shown below from 2017-2021.

Overall ridership declines from 2019-2021 are due to service reductions and impacts associated with
the COVID-19 pandemic and are comparable throughout the entire Mountain Metropolitan Transit
(MMT) network for this period.
In 2021, MMT secured funding for an analysis and plan for the entire Academy Corridor to include
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). This Study is expected to be kicked off in 2022.

Data provided by Mountain Metropolitan Transit
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Metro Bus
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The following series of maps display some demographic information from the Census and American
Community Survey 2020, 5-year estimates of the ABC Planning Area with bus routes and bus stops to
analyze possible correlations between certain demographic characteristics and the distribution of bus
stops and bus routes.

Percent of Population 65 Years of Age and Over by Census Tract

A total of 86 out of 178 (48.3%) of the bus stops in this Planning Area are within Census Tracts
with at least 12% of the population 65 years of age or older.
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Poverty Rates by Census Tract

A total of 163 out of 178 (91.6%) of the bus stops in this Planning Area are within
Census Tracts with at least 12% of the population living in poverty. The Census
Bureau in 2020 defined poverty as a family poverty threshold; if a family's total
income is less than the threshold, then family is considered living in poverty.
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Percent of Non-White Population by Census Tract

A total of 127 out of 178 (71.3%) of the bus stops in this planning area are within Census Tracts
where at least 40% of the population is non-white.
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Percent of Population with a Disability by Census Tract

A total of 97 out of 178 (54.5%) of the bus stops in this planning area are located within Census
Tracts where at least 17% of the population has a disability.
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ENGAGE - HIGHLIGHTS
SOLID ROCK COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPS Food Pantry’s, located at the Mission Trace
Shopping Center, supported area residents in 2021. The program’s goal is to alleviate hunger and
collect food through a network of service agencies. Approximately 12,660 people live within a 30minute walk of the distribution site.
The Pikes Peak United Way along with Harrison School District, other contributing partners, and
donors successfully supported over 450 students and families, during the 2021 holiday season, with
the ADOPT-A-FAMILY project. Additionally, throughout the year, along with community volunteers,
Colorado Springs Promise, Care and Share, and Harrison School District 2, Pikes Peak United Way
facilitated free food distribution sites.
RISE Southeast, THRIVE Network, Pikes Peak United Way’s LEAD program, and so many more
initiatives contributed to the area’s strong engagement.

Active Homeowners and
Neighborhood Associations within
the ABC Planning Area.
1. 15th Fairway Townhome Owners Association
2. Aspen Gardens Condominium Association
3. Association of Owners Satellite Apartment Building
4. Audubon Spring Homeowners Association
5. Bluffs at Spring Creek Community Association
6. Bridlewood Bluffs Area Homeowners Association
7. Chelsea Sun Townhome Owners Association
8. Cima Vista Condominiums Homeowners Association
9. Coachman Townhome Association
10. Crestline Heights Homeowners Association
11. Crestline Townhomes Association
12. Dove Creek Homeowners Association
13. Firefly Condominium Owners Association
14. Five Fountains Condominium Association
15. Georgetown Square Homeowners Association
16. Glen at Sand Creek Townhome Owners Association
17. Henry Park Neighborhood Association
18. Hunting Meadows Condominium Owners Association
19. Indigo Ridge Townhomes Association
20. Kentridge East Homeowners Association
21. La Jolla Park Townhomes Homeowners Association
22. Lakewood Townhomes Association
23. Lexington Village Condominium Owners Association
24. Lutheran Village Townhome Owners Association
25. Miller's Crossing Owners Association
26. Murray Heights Townhomes Association
27. Palmer Park South Homeowners Association
28. Park Hill Neighborhood Association
29. Parkview at Spring Creek Homeowners Association
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30. Pikes Peak Park Townhome Owners Association
31. Pinehurst Bluffs Homeowners' Association
32. Pride in the Park
33. Rustic Hills Improvement Association
34. Sand Creek Homeowners Association
35. Shannon Green Condominium Association
36. Sherwood Condominium Association
37. Sierra Mesa Townhomes Owners Association
38. Sierra Springs Homeowners Association
39. Silver Hawk Townhome Owners Association
40. Spring Lane Owners Association
41. Sunstone Homeowners' Association of Colorado Springs
42. Townhomes at Windjammer Pointe Owners Association
43. Valley Hi Owners Association
44. Villa Condominium Owners Association
45. Wildflower Community Organization

Information provided by the Colorado Springs Council of Neighbors and Organizations

CONTRIBUTORS
Carl Schueler, Comprehensive Planning Division
Page Saulsbury, Comprehensive Planning Division
Jessica Jennings, Comprehensive Planning Division
Hannah Van Nimwegen-McGuire, Comprehensive Planning Division
Colorado Springs Police Department- Open Data Portal
Paul Morrow, City Community Development Division
Nicole Odell, Colorado Springs Council of Neighbors and Organizations
Tim Roberts, Transportation Planning
Colleen Guillotte, Traffic Engineering
Kate Brady, Transportation Planning
Tara Evans, Public Works, Transit Services Division
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